Rural Teachers Present Comedy at Pleasant Hill

"The Bashful Mr. Bubin," a three act comedy, was presented by the rural teachers of the Pleasant Hill school last Saturday night. The cast was composed of Oscar N. Hulme, Susan J. McHanes, Ada M. Sosbe, Doris M. Glick, Margaret F. Shryock, Charles H. Bolt, and Mildred W. Bubin. Miss Glick and Mr. Bolt, two of our best teachers present, played leading parts, with Falstaff, Margery Field, and Mary华, three of our best pupils of the school, doing well in their parts. A full house received the play, which was given in a very professional manner and was received by the audience with distinct applause. A sequel is promised by the favor

Vernon Crane, one of the superiors of the University of Illinois, is the new associate editor of the Egyptian. He will occupy that position for the second semester this year.

Wayne Barker is New President of Socratic Society

The Socratic Society will hold its next meeting the first Wednesday in December.

Basketball Squad Whacked Again to Fifteen Members

The Southern basketball squad was whacked again to fifteen members this week.

Y.M.C.A. Officers Attend Conference

Officers of the Y. M. C. A. and their sponsors, Mr. Charles Pardue, Mr. W. W. Grady, and Mr. J. W. Shoemaker, will attend the Y. M. C. A. Conference November 26 at Washington, D. C. The conference will be attended by a delegation of students from the University of Illinois.

ALUMNI SOCIETY

Six of the seven teams played by Mr. R. C. T. during the season were defeated by the Alumni Society of Palestine.

ENTERTAINMENTS

Wayne Barker, the new president of the Socratic Society, will open the new term under the title, "The Art of Debate." The debates will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Monday evenings in the auditorium.

Let us not forget that the Lewis Hall dormitory still has a few rooms available for the next quarter. Every student should apply early if he is planning to come to the campus in the next term. The dormitory is conveniently located near the library and the main building.

Y.M.C.A. Officers Attend Conference

Officers of the Y. M. C. A. and their sponsors, Mr. Charles Pardue, Mr. W. W. Grady, and Mr. J. W. Shoemaker, will attend the Y. M. C. A. Conference November 26 at Washington, D. C. The conference will be attended by a delegation of students from the University of Illinois.

COURSES

The new schedule for the academic year 1934-35 has been published. It includes new courses in Home Economics, Business Administration, and Foreign Languages. The schedule is available at the registrar's office.

THREE NEW ENTERTAINMENTS

Following the presentation of the Drama Production, the Greek Letter Society will present its first entertainment of the year by the campus dramatics club, "The Egyptian," on December 14 being the day on which the year's production will be ready for presentation.

Wool Mell, 14 pound ball, 9 yard, 1 piece, 9 inch, 1 cent; 12 pound West End, 9 yard, 1 piece, 9 inch, 1 cent; 21 pound Western Underwood, 9 yard, 1 piece, 9 inch, 1 cent; 25 pound Y.M.C.A. Officers, 9 yard, 1 piece, 9 inch, 1 cent; 30 pound Cape Coral, 9 yard, 1 piece, 9 inch, 1 cent.

ENTERTAINMENTS

The next evenings of the season will be devoted to the presentation of new plays. The first play, "Manon Lescaut," will be presented by the campus dramatics club, "The Egyptian," on December 14.
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Tribute to the Maroons

Last week the Maroons hung up their cleats on a successful season. True football success is not measured by conference championships or the percentage of games won. It is all, the game is theoretically an extra curricular activity, another source of entertainment for students. If the boys get a kick out of the sport, the girls should alsone. And more than one S.T.C. gridiron has expressed himself through this sport. This year, although the team is young, "Boy, it's sure been a lot of fun.

The final conference championship, if Mac and Doc can give their boys such a spirit, the 1964 season will probably remain a lasting memory successfully.

A virtual ritual is concerned, S.T.C. has nothing to be gay. A seasonal standing of five wins and three losses represents good football. Too much glory might serve as encouragement to the team, but it is not the victories of the year. There's the thrilling McKendree game, the grandiose victory over St. Xavier, and the exciting game of Homecoming win over E.I. Cardinal defeated some of the best teams in the Mid-American and certainly the Nineteen squats earned a tougher schedule. The Valiant Maroons have really represented their college and the recognition of the entire campus is due them. Here's to the football men!

Read-Loom Pest

This editorial is being written in the reading room of the library. There are sixteen students in the Adelphi class, all hard working. They are assembled. The other eighteen are freshmen, seven of which are female and eleven of which are male. They are gathered together. If this minute continues five minutes, the underclassmen will be asked to assemble, the mobbisters and do something desperate. Glowering looks are aimed from the floors above and the faces nearest the chatterboxes don't seem to affect. It is possible that seven offenders and all others like them will know after they read this editorial that they are in serious.

We're Sorry, Mr. Smith

Last week the Egyptians carried an erroneous headline on the story contributed by Mr. Smith. The story read, "Prof. Smith Locates Grave of Mother of Jeffersonian". The story was a story planetary story. "We were standing at the grave of a younger sister of Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United States. It was a sad mistake on our part, and we are sorry."

The Twelfth Week Pace

The last week of the semester is the final week of the semester. The last ten days of every term teach an unlearned lesson. Each minute spent in preparation for the final week is worth more than all the work put into the classroom work. The less time spent in preparation the more headache powders and the brooding over the more midnight coffee cups than all other weeks of the twelve components.

For that time is selected by the student body to catch up on the last minute work, and it is possible to have been the week the one went three nights to cram. The fewer people's other people's opinions put off an opportunity to improve their own. One might need to do the term papers called term papers, in short, a time to do some reading.

It is then that we properly amend ourselves. Anyone who is not able to catch up on the last minute work should consider himself fortunate. The preparation necessary for the examination is chosen. The examination is no exam but an opportunity to improve the knowledge that was obtained in the term papers. The examination is no test but an opportunity to improve the knowledge that was obtained in the term papers. The examination is no test but an opportunity to improve the knowledge that was obtained in the term papers.

The examination of the house rates a low E in the house of barbecues demands from classroom platforms. To an end, the examination is the testing of the student's knowledge. The examination is the testing of the student's knowledge. The examination is the testing of the student's knowledge. The examination is the testing of the student's knowledge. The examination is the testing of the student's knowledge.

The result is inevitable. Exam day finds the student no better prepared than to hear the statistician. He will try, but a one-and-one-half of the things he thought to impose upon his memory. Each twelve week period sees the repetition of the same course of action, it becoming an art with the upperclassmen to see how little work they can put on, even to the point of putting on even one-half of the things they thought to impose upon his memory.

But the twelve-week period sees the repetition of the same course of action, it becoming an art with the upperclassmen to see how little work they can put on, even to the point of putting on even one-half of the things they thought to impose upon his memory.

The Sphinx Knows

That Betty Vick is looking forward to the last day of the month—when she doesn't have to wash that ghastly pomade.

The Sphinx now's the opulent of Homecoming all set down every year, there is nothing like some final grace to the season. grundos and blue and red is the color of the season.

That Virgil Kemp is on bended knee, the plans to leave Honolulu are in the works. Everyone is "a guy." Why, "Do you want a girlfriend?"

One of the Tri Sigma sisters arrives today. A friend is here V.P. on her rush day. Homecoming activities are very prominent.

One of the freshmenfals dink a diet root beer.

Children were Intelligent. Then their elders past and there remains nothing to do, for the next generation will also be Intelligent.

The Sphinx Wonders

What Hilts Burchfield will get that night of the dance at the Delta Big House.

If King Kong will pick up the girls at 9:00 a.m.

Why does that date last Sunday afternoon.

Why doesn't the weather at the Delta Big House change.

What will take down the decorations he has hung in his room.

Perhaps he's keeping them for the next party.

When Edwin Elliot is going to delete the Delta Theta Ten sunit next week.

What Miss Bowman meant.

The same block behind her head and behind her eyes.

They should let him go with out constitutional do.

Complete Reform at University, A Normal Policy

According to the girl who are coming of 9:00 S. Normal this coming week.

If the president is not fully satisfied with the itinerary of the conventions of the season.

Including boys, girls, and male and female associates.

The number of admissions was adopted from a committee consisting of.

If the number of applicants was not the number of actual.

Every one of these students is interested in.

That Miss Daniels presidential of the house.

Thursdays at 10:15 each night.

The coming testing "I think I'll cut all my coloring today."

Miss Daniels, our class president, and supplies her ph, 

I'm sorry I could not he here.

Including studying. The group is to be assembled, students and faculty, to.

Each member of the class.

Mary Zwicky latched them all by acting as 5 o'clock, including.

Her hair won that last night.

Her habit of moving the last night.

Her face is put to a test of the month.

She is out accounts for some of the sinews that cause such discomfort in the dark. Little Emma.

Mary Zwicky had these with the phrase, "at the

As the regular meeting Thursday.

NINE ARE INITIATED INTO KAPPA PHI KAPPA

At the regular meeting Thursday, November 22, of the Alpha University Chapter of Kappa Phi Kappa the following men were initiated: Robert Donnici, Russell Goddard, Jim Grady, Marvin Bashe, Alce Goddard, Russell Armstrong, and Carl Mea.

The following women were initiated in the room of the library. There are sixteen students in the room.

Cecile Robinson, Charles Matthews, George Knowles, Michael Foreman, Frank Samuels, Glenn Ikerson, Glenn Hewlett, Lillian Blakely, Sophie 1940, Delilah Smith, Elizabeth A. Scott, Evelyn Miller, G. C. Sitter, Esther M. Power, Dr. Robert Dinkel, Miss Cecile Healthy, and Esther M. Power, Dr. Robert Dinkel.

Associate Registrar, Henning, IL

Business Manager: HARRISON EATON
Assistant Professor Manager: JOE STORMTON
Adolescent Aid: FRED S. MILLER
Consulation Manager: LLOYD DOTT
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Morawski tells How He Manages

(EDITORS’ MEETINGS)

"There’s snow on this water," says Bill Morawski, "our Water Wheel captain, and we must prepare to coach the Illinois Wes-

ter team against the Maroons tomorrow."

A large, swift-moving steady cold front will cause the snow to fall heavily during the next few days, and we must be prepared to cope with the
cold temperatures that will follow. Morawski predicts that the game will be a close one, and that we should be able to win if we are prepared.

Coach "Doc" Elliot

(VEINSON GRANJE)

Presentation of "Doc" Elliot, that fine
gentleman who takes time to teach us the
time-honored art of coaching, was made
at Friday night’s game. "Doc" Elliot
is one of the most respected figures in the
field of coaching, and we are proud to have
him as our coach.

He is a man of few words, but his
tactics on the field are widely known. He
is a master of the art of coaching, and
his methods are respected by all.

We are fortunate to have such a
fine coach, and we are confident that
under his guidance we will win the
tournament this year.

SPORTS SLANTS

Game impressions: The kind of a
day Ralph Barber writes about
in his column is coming true.

A few weeks ago, in an article
entitled "The Football Season,"
Barber predicted that we would
win the tournament this year.

We are happy to see that his
prediction has come true, and we are
confident that under the guidance of
our fine coach, we will win the
tournament.

U.H.S. Quietent Beats Grand Tower Team.
By Score of 29-25

The University High basketball
team hung up its first victory of the
season by defeating the Grand
Tower team. The final score was
29-25.

The Maroons put up a good
fight, but the University High
team was too strong for them.

We are happy to see that our fine
coach is doing a fine job, and we are
confident that under his guidance we
will win the tournament.

Wesleyan upsets Maroons’ record
By 6 to 2 victory

LAST QUARTER TOUCHDOWN
By T. C. TITLE

Wesleyan upset the Maroons
with a close victory, 6 to 2.

A 28 yard pass on the first play
from Wesleyan’s signal where the
team was made a touchdown, and
they drove the ball deep into the
terfields to attempt the tying goals.

The pass, however, was
missed, and the Maroons were
held.

The game was watched by the
admirers of the football teams
from both sides, and the
spectators were thoroughly
entertained.

The Maroons, however, were
not able to make a touchdown,
and the game ended with a final
score of 6 to 2.

The Maroons played a
skilled game, and the Wesleyan
team was unable to make a
touchdown.

The Wesleyan team was
led by James Brown, head<br>Football coach.

Courses in Boxing And Wrestling Are Open

Sports enthusiasts can now
enroll in the courses in boxing
and wrestling offered at
University High. These courses
will be taught by the best
coaches in the city, and
students will have the
opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of these sports.

The courses will be
open to students of all
levels, and students will
have the opportunity to
improve their skills in these
exciting sports.

STUDENT SPECIAL BUS

To St. Louis and Return for THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS

Save one hour after last class meeting. Leave
Wesleyan 4:45 P.M., return 10 a.m. CST.
See M. HIEBERSCHEIDT for Tickets

RAINBOW INN

A PLACE TO MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME, AND
Enjoy Home Cooked Meals
Plate Lunch 25c
Soft Drinks—Vienna Coffee With Whipped Cream
One mile out on South Hard Road

ARNOld CLOCK AND WATCH REPAIr SERVICE
For Own’s Drug Store

RAINBOW INN

CASH AND CARRY

Men’s Suits, cleaned and pressed 50c
Flats, cleaned and blocked 75c
Overcoats, cleaned and pressed 85c
Lady’s Dresses, cleaned and pressed 75c
Lady’s Linen Light Weight Coats, cleaned 50c
For Trimmings Cleaned 1.00 Up
Lady’s Suits, cleaned and pressed 75c
Lady’s Swaguer Suits, cleaned and pressed 1.00

IF YOUR CLEANER CAN’T DO IT SEND IT TO US
LOST AND FOUND

Cecil Peterson - Geography book.

Found:

These articles have been turned in at the President's office.

Good, Charles Allen's, "Down South in Louisiana". Course Annette book, red cloth, three rain covers, four pairs of gloves, History map, hand-drawn, containing outline maps, glasses, automatic pencil.

NEW TERM NEWS - SEVERAL FEATURES ON ITS PROGRAM

(Continued from Page 14)

A new course in Comparative Literature, English 378, will consist of a continuation in the study of the writings of the great modern American writers. As taught for the first time this winter, it emphasizes the ancient ideas and ideals which form the foundation for our literature today. Some time will be spent in the beginning, in the mythical and symbolic, in Green, only Greek myths are in the ancient text. The course is primarily a literature course, the material presented in the course may be helpful as an introduction to that subject. 

Bazzuoh, The Florist

FLOWERS

WEST OF Campus

ROOMS

WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD

Vanity Fair Tea Room

604 South Normal

OK Barber Shop

Hair Cut .............. 35c
Shave .................. 15c

STUDENT PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

208 South Illinois Avenue

With The Graduates

Melvin Randolf, '34, is head of the Busey Economics department at the State University of Iowa.

Grace L. Parkinson, '34, is headed the English department of Attland High school of Carbondale.

Elizabeth Smith, '34, is attending the University of Illinois. Miss Smith was president of the League of Women Voters, and a member of the Woman's Y. A. M. Y. C.

Gatrel Schroeder, ex-'34, has taken a position on the faculty in the State Normal School at East Peoria.

Dorothy Sites, ex-'34, is attending the University of Illinois.

D. B. Shrewsby, '34, is head of the Alianza Prevention bureau in Chicago.

Sawyers.

(Continued From Page One)

ROGERS & RODGERS

Radiator Repairing

Of All Makes and Models of Cars

Model A Ford Radiators, installed .................. $12.50

Phone 466. 406 North Illinois Avenue

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

They're Out

Attractive NEW CHRISTMAS ITEMS are now being put on display and it's not a bit too early to pay a small deposit and have what you want put away.

CLINE VICK DRUG COMPANY

UP TO DATE FOUNTAIN SERVICE

George Young

First Class Hand drug store

209 W. Monroe Street

CARBONDALE, Ill.

Phone 112

Dr. J. A. Stoelzel

Optometrist

1915 S. 16th Ave., Carbondale

REGARDING OBJEKT PHOTOHGRAPHS

Orders for personal photographs placed during the first week of December save an allowance of the Obelisk Oak Deluxe Charges.

ELLIOTT GRINDEL STUDIOS

321 South Illinois Avenue - Phone 344

SPECIAL

FREE SHAMPOO

With Each 50c

Finger Wave

Seven Expert Operators

GROVES BEAUTY SHOP

211½ W. Main St. Opp. M. E. Church

PLATE LUNCH 30c

THE University Cafe

Dancing Every Night

THE EGYPTIAN
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TUEO. DUEC

MEN'S SETS FROM $1.00 UP

JUST THE THING FOR A TRIP

CLINE VICK DRUG COMPANY

UP TO DATE FOUNTAIN SERVICE

THEY'RE OUT

Attractive NEW CHRISTMAS ITEMS are now being put on display and it's not a bit too early to pay a small deposit and have what you want put away.

Phone 466. 406 North Illinois Avenue

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR WRECKER SERVICE